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BRASS BOLTS NUTS HEX BRASS NUTS BOLTS DIN 933 DIN 934 BOLTS NUTS

Conex is a manufacturer and supplier of high quality Brass cold forged bolts nuts Cold headed on multi station cold forging heading machines. We manufacture Brass Bolts Nuts to DIN 933 and DIN 934 from Brass wire and also CNC machining from Brass bars/rods. Our factory in Jamnagar India is well equipped with latest manufacturing and inspection equipments to produce mass volumes of hexagonal head screws, hex head bolts nuts etc.

Sizes: M3 M4 M5 M6 M8 M10 M12 m16 m20
Lengths: from 6mm to 120mm
- Half threaded Bolts to DIN 933 and full threaded Hexgonal bolts nuts also available
- Brass Hex nuts to DIN 933 DIN 439 Jam nuts lock nuts also offered
- High Quality Nickel Tin and Chrome plating wherever needed
- Metric Bolts nuts

ADDRESSES:
Conex Brass Screws Fasteners
Plot 10 B GIDC IND Estate Jamnagar 361004 INDIA

CONTACTS:
PHONE: 91-22-43449300 / 43449327
FAX: 91-22-22834046 / 40023682
EMAIL: sales@conexscrews.com
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